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Wolf Rose
Death in June

W O L F   R O S E

Chords:
D shape (5th fret) = Dm7 
D shape (3rd fret) = E flat maj7
D shape (2nd fret) = D
D shape (7th fret) = G/D

A
Em
C

Intro & Verse
Dm7 - E flat maj7 - D (lift index)
Dm7 - E flat maj7 - D (lift index)
Dm7 - G/D - E flat maj7 - D 
Dm7 - E flat maj7 - D (lift index)

Youth should not be forgiven, it should be accused 
At my midnight wedding salvation lives on 
My rose is fading, it s near the dark
The fourth rose is in your hand

Who strikes out to be excellent in (war?) 
Unravel the surface, see below
My rose is fading, it s near the dark 
The fourth rose is in your hand

Red roses tell you of life as white as your corpse
No wolf will bloom there
My rose is fading, you re in the dark
The fourth rose is in your hand

A                                 Em (lift all)
The darkest secret in my heart is you
A                              Em (lift all)
Let not the shadows gather and reveal
A                          C
I can t buy peace of mind, it s something I ll never find
A                                 Em (lift all)
The darkest secret in my heart is you 

Youth should not be forgiven, it should be accused
At my midnight wedding no traitor lives on
My rose is fading, it s near the dark
The fourth rose is in your hand



The darkest secret in my heart is you 
Let not the shadows gather and reveal
I can t buy peace of mind, it s something I ll never find
The darkest secret in my heart is you.

Youth should not be forgiven, it should be accused
At my midnight wedding no traitor lives on
My rose is fading, it s near the dark
The fourth rose is in your hand

Who strikes out to be excellent in (war?) 
Unravel the surface, see below 
My rose is fading, it s near the dark
The fourth rose is in your hand

Red roses tell you of life as white as your corpse
No wolf will bloom there
My rose is fading, you re in the dark
The fourth rose is in your hand.

The darkest secret in my heart is you 
Let not the shadows gather and reveal
I can t buy peace of mind, it s something I ll never find
The darkest secret in my heart is you

The darkest secret in my heart is you
The darkest secret in my heart is you
The darkest secret in my heart is you
The darkest secret in my heart is you
The darkest secret in my heart is you

---------------
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xVrWgSR-YA0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Km99bv1p4r


